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Surveying the Earth
The last two months have been “earth - centric.” Preparations for a 
brand-new initiative to survey Earth, in one day, on the day of the 
Summer solstice, have been completed. The movers and shakers 
behind the event, Justin Farrow and Scott Walker, describe, with 
considerable pride, how they came to conceive an event that, through 
their social support platform, Land Surveyors United, will involve 
surveyors around the globe.  Every year in early spring, we feast our 
eyes on the pink beauty of the cherry blossoms clothing the Tidal Basin 
in downtown Washington, D.C. This year, we had an extra reason to 
be moved; for 100 years, they have been the symbol of friendship on 
Earth. The General Land Office of the Bureau of Land Management 
also celebrated—a bicentennial of its establishment on April 25th, 1812, 
and  its work to advance land ownership in the U.S. The Office’s role 
as a custodian of records facilitating the management of our country’s 
public lands will be described in future issues of our magazine by GLO 
staff themselves. Bill Hazelton’s provocative article about managing 
land information dissects the thorny issue of the relationship between 
LIS and GIS. He believes surveyors should use LIS to get more involved 
in GIS. The health of the people working the land has implications 
for land use; in Africa, malaria is a major killer and, consequently, an 
impediment to proper land use.  To fight this terrible disease, one needs 
to understand it. In her article, “Mapping Malaria with Satellite Imagery,” 
Alyson Rose-Wood describes how geospatial technology facilitates 
this understanding. Two other articles in this issue deserve mentioning: 
Gavin Schrock’s view on why the LightSquared plan to establish a 
nationwide cellular network failed, and a summary by Laurence Socci of 
the “happenings on the Hill.” The latter contains a brief write-up about 
H.R. 4233, Map It Once, Use It Many Times Act that is likely to occupy 
our advocacy efforts in the foreseeable future.  Finally, an invitation 
to come see space shuttle Discovery in its new Earth-bound home at 
Smithsonian’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center in Chantilly, Va. Discovery’s 
journey within Earth’s space was less riveting than its spectacular 
journeys into the outer space, but memorable nonetheless.
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